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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Looking for something specific? Click button
below. This is a one of a kind truck. This Ford F is equipped with the Eddie Bauer package. It
has 42k Original Miles. It has always been garage kept. It has been extremely well preserved by
its two previous owners. This is the one of the cleanest Fords of this era in existence. The truck
is all original except for the exhaust. The paint is in absolutely amazing all original shape. The
truck was undercoated early on it its life and is very clean. The interior is in incredible original
shape. The seats are perfect, the carpet is in great shape. It has the original Eddie Bauer floor
mats. Everything works perfectly in the truck. It has its original owners manual, original
brochure and a laminated copy of the original window sticker. The bed has had a factory Ford
bed liner that has been installed since new. It has the factory Alcoa wheels that are in perfect
condition. The truck has been driven regularly, it has not just sat for 20 years. The truck needs
nothing. It is ready to join a collection or be driven regularly. We take great pride in the hand
picked, iconic trucks we offer our clients. Ask us about quick and easy financing. We can assist
with shipping to the lower 48 states. Request a quote today. We finally got a crew cab short bed,
and its a 5 speed. This is a very clean truck from out west, it is rust free. It has very low original
miles of k. The truck runs and drives strong. It has been well maintained. The paint is in very
good shape. The undercarriage is very clean as well. It has an original Ford bed liner. The
interior is in very good shape. Few small blemishes on the front seat. No foul odors or pet
smells. Very comfortable truck to drive. Everything works as it should. This is a hard truck to
come by, do not wait to call on this one. This is an exceptional Jeep Cherokee. It is rare to find a
two door, and even more rare to find one with a 2. This Jeep has been very well taken care of,
always garaged, never off-road, adult owned. It runs and drives like new, very smooth and tight.
The body and paint are all original, it has never been in an accident. The Jeep appears to have
been undercoated early in its life. The interior is near flawless. It has never been smoked in, no
pets, no odors. Very comfortable Jeep to drive. It is equipped with a roof rack and upgraded
roof basket. It has deep dish Rugged Ridge floor mats throughout the entire Jeep. All
accessories and lift kit were installed in the last few years. This is a perfect candidate for a 4
wheel drive conversion into and overland vehicle. It is hard to find a 1 ton diesel van. It is also
the extended version providing ample room for a build out. The vehicle was originally owned by
an expediting company that ran cross country routes to California. It was fleet maintained for
the first k miles until the previous owner purchased it for a home staging business where it was
used minimally and stored indoors. The previous owners took great care of it. It starts right up
and runs great. There are no known issues other than a small oil leak. Previous owners always
ran Stanadyne with each fill up. It has 4 wheel disc brakes with new brake pads. Wheel bearings
were recently repacked. The steering and front end is very tight. The rear cargo area is very
clean. It also has a thick sheet of steel over the cargo floor which has protected it well. The
underneath appears to have been undercoated and is in very good shape. Again, pretty rare rig
to come by and ready for endless possibilities. Please visit fourbymotor. This is a great looking
two tone F XLT. The truck is in great shape, clean history report, never been in an accident. It

has the massive 7. The 4 wheel drive works great, both hi and lo. The interior is very clean for
its age. The truck spent its whole life out west and is rust free. The truck is very straight and
paint is in good shape. Another fine example of this desirable era of Ford trucks. This is a very
clean 1 owner truck from out west. It has been well cared for, it is completely rust free. It has a
highly desirable color scheme and the paint is in very good shape. The undercarriage is very
clean and solid. The interior is very clean and all original. No cracks on the dash or door panels.
The truck runs very strong, starts right up every time, and drives out nicely. Its hard to find a
regular cab in this condition with this low of miles. Very nice truck as is or great platform for a 4
wheel drive conversion. This is one of the cleanest 1st Gen Sequoias out there. These are the
most reliable vehicles on planet earth and probably my favorite all around vehicle to drive. This
is a 2 owner vehicle, garage kept by the 2nd owner for the past 17 years with regular
maintenance. The body and paint are in excellent shape, the interior is near flawless. The
Sequoia came from down south where it remained rust free. The undercarriage is extremely
clean, been acid washed, and zinc undercoated. The Sequoia runs and drives like new. The
wheels, tires, and lift kit were professionally installed and an alignment performed. It drives
straight and tight and is ready for the highway or very capable off road. Hands down best
vehicle ever made in our opinion. This is a one owner truck, its the last year for this body style,
and it is a completely rust free truck which makes it very sought after. It has the highly desirable
Dana 60 solid front axle. The truck rides very well, and it runs very strong. This is a great
looking truck, the paint is in very good shape, the undercarriage is very solid. The interior is
very clean, it has a few small blemishes, but overall extremely clean and in great shape. Do not
miss this one, hard to find this clean and with a 1 owner history. We finally got our hands on a F
Eddie Bauer short bed and its got a great set up. The truck has just over k miles, the 5. This is a
very clean and straight truck. The interior is very clean as well. There aren't to many
opportunities to purchase this truck with its rarity. It is a west coast truck that is rust free and
well preserved. Clean title, never smoked in, appears to be mostly original. Very fun and easy
truck to drive. An opportunity to own one of these will not come around often. This is a great
looking extended cab Ford. The rare color scheme looks great on it. The truck is in very good
shape, spent its whole life out west, and has very low mileage. It has the highly desirable 7. The
truck runs and drives great. The interior is very clean. This one is going to make someone a
great truck for a long time. This is a very clean and straight F It is a rust free west coast truck.
The two tone paint is very unique and rare color. It has great tires and its original Alcoa wheels
that are in great shape. The interior is very clean and everything works as it should. Its a very
comfortable truck to drive. The truck runs and drives very well. This is a great stock truck that
has been well preserved and cared for. This is an incredible truck with very low miles. It is a one
ton crew cab with the highly desired solid front axle. The truck handles very well and everything
is tight. The paint is in very nice shape and has a great shine to it. The truck is completely rust
free and well preserved. The truck starts right up, and runs very strongly. The truck appears to
be bone stock mechanically and well maintained. This is an extremely solid and reliable rig.
These are hard to find with this mileage and in this condition. Don't miss this truck. This is
probably one of the hardest trucks for me to find anymore. This truck has the legendary 7. It is
an incredible truck with a great stance. It is an all original truck, never beat on or used off road.
It has a clean title, never been in an accident. The truck has been very well maintained and runs
out strong. Absolute blast to drive around. The interior is very nice shape. It is equipped with
the XLT trim package. The seats are in good shape, there is a small tear on the side of the
drivers seat from sliding in and out of the truck. The carpet is in great shape and is protected by
weather tech floor mats. The dash and door panels are in good shape. No odors or foul smells.
This is a very clean and comfortable truck to drive. The exterior is in great shape. The paint is in
very nice shape and has a good shine to it. There is no rust anywhere as it has been on the west
coast its whole life. There are no major dings or dents on the truck. This is one of the baddest
looking OBS Fords you are going to see. The drivetrain is powered by the Power Stroke 7. The
truck is very health and runs out very strong. It is an automatic transmission that was rebuilt
around k. It is 4 wheel drive and engages as it should. The truck has k miles but runs like its
only got k miles. This is a great running diesel. It has a lift kit that was professionally installed.
The truck honestly drives better than stock. This truck wont be around long and I am lucky to
get one per year like this. This is a very solid F crew cab long bed. It is an XLT with all the
options. It is in incredible shape both inside and out. It has a new paint job that looks incredible.
The truck is completely rust free and has been well preserved. The truck has low miles for the
year. The massive 7. The truck drives very smooth and tight. This is a beautiful classic Ford
pickup that gets lots of attention around town. With seating for 6, and 8 foot bed, and the 1 ton
suspension, there is not much this truck cant handle. Come and check it out. Here is a very hard
to find standard cab one ton. The truck is in great shape and draws a crowd everywhere. It has

very low miles on it and spent its whole life out west keeping it rust free. The truck runs very
well, engine is strong. The interior is very clean, no odors, and everything works as it should.
These are getting more and more hard to come by. This is a hard to come by one ton regular
cab. This one came to us from out west where it spent its whole life. It is rust free. The engine is
very strong, and everything works as it should The interior is near perfect and extremely clean.
The paint is in good shape and has a good shine to it. The paint is not perfect, but it is very
straight. It has one area that appears to have had a paintless dent repair done. This truck is very
capable, in very nice shape, and gets compliments anywhere we drive it. It spent its entire life in
Northern California keeping it well preserved and rust free. It runs and drives very well, very
comfortable to drive. The Jimmy is far from perfect but has a great patina to the paint, the body
is in great shape, great candidate for a new paint job or keep the patina. The interior is in good
shape but will need some attention as can be seen in pics. Again, this Jimmy is far from perfect
but it is a great candidate for restoring or driving as is. It gets compliments everywhere we drive
it. The odometer reads 94k mi, we are unsure if those are accurate but it runs and drives like its
accurate. It has a factory HD radiator and transmission cooler, cruise control, locking hubs, and
other upgraded features from the factory. Great opportunity to own a iconic GM 4x4. This is a
incredible truck. It runs and drives like a new truck. The interior is in near perfect condition. It is
a very enjoyable and comfortable truck to drive. The 7. The transmission shifts smoothly. The
four wheel drive works great. The truck appears to have been undercoated years ago. The paint
is in good shape, some areas have been repainted. The truck has higher mileage reported but it
is believed to have a new engine with only 56k miles. The truck runs and drives perfect. Great
opportunity to own one of these iconic trucks. This is a great classic looking standard cab Ford.
It is a rust free west coast truck with only k original miles. The truck is in very nice shape, the
body is very straight and paint is in good condition. The undercarriage is very clean. It has a
spray in bed liner. The interior is very clean, everything works as it should. This is a very
comfortable truck to drive. It runs out very strong and smooth. The transmission shifts great
and the 4 wheel drive engages properly. Again, a very classic looking Ford with great mileage.
This one will go quick. It is a rust free west coast truck that has been well preserved. It is a great
running truck that drives tight and strong. This is a very rare and sought after truck with the
legendary 4. This is an amazing representation of this era of Ford pickups. The interior is in
great shape. The interior is in excellent shape with no rips or tears in the dash, carpet or seat.
The truck has no foul odors. It has clearly been well maintained and papered its whole life. It has
power locks and windows, cruise control, title steering wheel, heat and ac, upgraded stereo,
and lumbar seat. This is an exceptionally clean pickup and a very nice truck to drive. The
exterior is in excellent shape. The paint is in great shape with no major dings, dents or
scratches. Everything appears to be original. The truck is rust free as it was out west its entire
life. It has the original wheels and very good tires. The bed is in excellent condition. You will
search a long time to find a truck this clean and this original. The drivetrain is powered by the
coveted 4. It runs and drives strong. It is paired with the 5 speed manual transmission that
shifts well. Another rare feature is the manual 4 wheel drive. Both hi and lo work great. This is
an incredible machine that runs out very strong. First one to look at it will buy it. Don't miss this
rare classic Ford pickup. This Chevrolet Tahoe LT is in incredible shape. This two door came to
us from out west, where is was well maintained and cared for. The previous owner was very
proud of this vehicle. It has a clean title, runs and drives excellent, and has only k original miles.
It has a great stance, and is very fun to drive. It is equipped with the LT trim package. The
interior is in very nice shape for the age of the vehicle. It has power leather seat that is in good
shape. All the other seats are in good shape as well with normal leather wear. The dash and
door panels are in excellent shape. There are no major stains, and overall very clean. Everything
works properly. It has an upgraded stereo system with a backup camera. Very rare to find one of
these with the barn doors. It has Weathertech floor mats throughout it. No smoke or pet odors.
Very clean and comfortable Tahoe. The paint is in great shape and has a good shine to it. There
is no rust anywhere as it has been out west its whole life. It has a factory hitch. The
undercarriage is very clean and in great shape. This is a great two door with the right color and
setup. The drivetrain is powered by the Vortec 5. It has an automatic transmission that shifts
strong and smoothly. It is 4 wheel drive and everything engages properly. The Tahoe runs very
strong, tons of power, fast for a large SUV. It has aftermarket exhaust that has the perfect
rumble. This is a great rig that is sure to get lots of compliments and will continue to go up in
value. This Dodge Ram is in incredible shape. This truck is very impressive. While we lean
towards Ford pickups, this Dodge has our attention. It is such a clean rig, it drives like new,
looks like new, runs like new. This is one of the most well cared for trucks we have put our
hands on. Only k original miles, immaculate Laramie interior, impressive V10 engine, and a
clean west coast truck its whole lifeâ€¦this is a truck that is capable and should be considered,

even if you are a Ford guy like me. The interior is near perfect. It is equipped with the Laramie
trim package. It has an Infinity Sound System, power doors and locks, cruise control, tilt
steering wheel, heat and ac, trailer brake module, massive storage console. The inside of this
truck is immaculate and is one of the cleanest you will find. The pictures speak for themselves.
The truck has been out west its whole life well preserving it. The underbody is very clean as
well. The bed has a spray in liner and is in great shape. All the glass is in great shape. This truck
turns heads everywhere you go and is sure to get compliments. The drivetrain is powered by
the massive 8. The engine is very impressive, has a quiet sound, and is very powerful. It has an
automatic transmission that shifts smoothly. The truck is equipped with 3. The truck has
mechanical 4 wheel drive and engages in both hi and lo properly. Again, this is a very
impressive truck and a pleasure to drive. The Dodge Ram was ahead of the times and should be
highly considered when looking for a heavy duty truck. It spent its entire life out west and is
completely rust free as a result. It drives out very nice and is very clean inside. It has clearly
been well maintained and cared for. Very capable vehicle with so many uses and a proven
history of reliability. It has a clean title, only k original miles, and is ready for a new owner. The
interior is extremely clean. It has very nice cloth seats that are in great condition. Carpet is very
clean for the age. The headliner is in very nice shape. The truck is very clean and there are no
odors. Very nice Excursion that has been well cared for and very comfortable. The exterior is in
very nice shape. The truck looks great in person. It looks like the front drivers side fender was
replaced professionally. Other than that the truck appears to be all original. It has the original
wheels with great tires on them. It has a roof rack, tow package, and running boards. This is a a
very clean Excursion. The drivetrain is powered by the Triton V10 engine. It runs out very strong
and starts every time. The automatic transmission shifts very smoothly. It has electronically
engaged 4 wheel drive with hi and lo gears. These are very reliable vehicles that are perfect for
hauling people, towing campers, and even great daily drivers. It is a big SUV but handles very
well and is surprising easy to park and drive. I love this vehicles and this is a very nice example
of one. This F is in incredible shape. It has a very unique two tone color scheme and it appears
to be all original paint. It has a very clean interior and rare tan color. The truck has low original
mileage, the massive 7. This is a fine example of this iconic era of Ford trucks. This one is a
must see. This is a great looking two tone Ford. The truck runs out very strong and smooth. It
handles incredibly well. It has new Bilstein shocks all around that give it a smooth feel. The
truck is from out west and very well preserved. It is very clean inside and out. This truck gets a
lot of attention anywhere we drive it. It has the 7. The truck has been garage kept and lived its
life out west keeping it well preserved. The truck has never been abused and was always adult
owned. This is a very capable truck and one that is sure to last a long time. These crew cab long
beds look big but handle extremely well and have an impressive turning radius. This one wont
last long. The Yukon has spent its entire life out west which has kept it rust free and in great
shape. It is fully loaded, runs and drives excellent, and is ready to haul the family as well as a
trailer anywhere in the country. It is equipped with the SLT trim package. The interior is in very
nice shape. It has all the power options, sunroof, memory seats, power seats, heated leather
seats, rear heat and ac, tow haul mode, etc. Seats are in great shape with one tear in drivers
seat back. The carpet is very clean for its age. The dash is in good shape, there is some peeling
on one portion as can be seen in pictures. Could be repaired fairly easily. This is a very
comfortable vehicle to ride in and has been well maintained. The paint is in great shape and has
a great original shine to it. It has a highly desirable white color with black wheel well moldings.
The Yukon is completely rust free from being out west its whole life. This is a very hard to come
by vehicle that is highly sought after. The drivetrain is powered by the 8. The engine runs out
very strong and fires right up everytime. It is an automatic with overdrive. The transmission
shifts very smooth. It is 4wd with locking hubs.
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Everything engages properly. The Yukon has been very well maintained and its noticeable in
the way it runs and drive. It has low mileage of k miles. The Yukon has enormous power and
towing capabilities. Wether hauling people, pulling a trailer, or just daily driving, the Yukon
handles it all with ease and comfort. These are rare, especially in this condition. This is a great
looking F with a classic Ford color scheme. The truck is in great shape. It is very straight. It runs
out very strong and starts right up every time. The bed is in excellent shape and has a Line X
spray in bed liner. These are getting harder to find by the day, especially in this condition. This
is an outstanding old Ford. It has very low original mileage of 72k mi. It is a rare barn find and
has been very well preserved. The paint is all original and in excellent shape. The truck runs and

drives like new. You wont find a cleaner obs that this F This is the last truck you'll ever need to
buy. Inventory Contact Us.

